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She following pages will be devoted to an examination 
of a theme which X take to be th« epicenter of the eight 
aoat recent aovtls by Jams Gould coaaeaa~~the theme of the 
man of raaaoa versus the man of passion, fhia theme, 
sounded in an epigran by the diarist Charles Fulke Oreville 
and quoted by -laliaa Penrose la jy,, *»aasion 
and reason# self division's cause,* is developed moat fully 
in nr. Gaasasta* latest novel,1 bat it has been geatating in 
his eight moat recent books, aad ita roots tap the earliest 
four novels# (lt24), HSftllfMi U925), 
flfftflt III <1W8), and Hit,flan, m, (1939). I see the 
thei&e, and tha conflict it presents, as providing the central 
Motivation and meaning to the author's najor work. 
After discussing Mr. Coaaaaa* development from novel to 
novel, X wiah to exaaine tlia aovala with particular emphasis 
on the development and exploration of tha thane quoted above. 
£ba first of Mr. coaaana* aovala waa written when he 
Harvard university, and ita title, 
Confusion. aptly summarises ita contents. ttva book charta 
ltfa«ee Gould Coaaana. jy, frovg j»tH (Greenwich, 
Connecticut* Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1959), p. 522. 
Hereafter abbreviated aa BLP. 
2 
the exploits and reckless self"destruction of a heroine 
named cerise d'Atree. Michael Scarlett. his second work, 
ia closely akin to con fusion, if not sat in. the same period— 
the Elizabethan age—then at laast in its genre. a galloping 
romanticise. The next two novels* Cock fit and fho son of 
Perdition, were outgrowths of the author's experiences while 
teaching American dependents * children in Cuba; both treat 
of heroic goings-on at sugar plantations on the island, and 
both are written in a more or less romantic vein. 
Nr. cozsens' next book* a short novel* l. s. San Pedro. 
is a fictionalised account of the mysterious sinking of the 
OSS Vestrls on November 3, 1928* Xn this novel, tha reader 
senses an abandonment of the author's earlier, rather 
sentimental and sensuous characters and subject natter. 
And it is perhaps in this short novel* as X hope to examine 
carefully later* that one sees the emergence of the prototype 
of the man of reason, surely not yet fully developed, hut 
identifiable nevertheless* 
Following ft, **• Cossens wrote qfef 
Adam (1933), the hero of which, an aging and robust sew 
England physician named* appropriately* George Bull* is the 
last of the "earlier* Cossens heroes .as they appear in the 
four earliest hooks, while we see such characters in later 
works (Benny Carricker in guard of Honor, etc.), they are 
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realistic drawing of the surreal world of Mr. Lecky* the 
anti-hero of Caatawav, would not be unfair, iter. Lecky*s 
world is peopled with fears, fantasies* and his own 
doppelaanaer, an idiot alter ego. Similarly* Arthur Winner's 
enemy is himself as he remembers himself in the past* and 
as he acts in the present action of the book. 
In the next Cossens novel* Men and Brethren (193$)* 
we find the metamorphosis of the nan of reason sore or less 
complete. Ernest Cudlipp is an Episcopalian minister* and 
the novel charts his responsibilities, as well as his 
activities* during a weekday. Cudlipp* in contrast to the 
rebellious heroes of the earlier books* is resigned and 
self-controlled* Zt should be pointed out here that he is 
the fourth oossens hero (Joel stellow* Anthony Bradell* 
and George Bull were before him) who is a professional nan* 
although the author's attitudes toward prof ess ional ism have 
been changing through these novels, fbe responsibilities of 
the professional nan are stressed in nost of the later novels i 
those of the doctor in She Last Adam, the sinister in Mia and 
the military leader in <?uayd the 
lawyer in «** ly mm PWPffffff*L Ooe 
«ai#it argue that f^,, in pointing up the conse­
quences of a too-striot regard for the precepts of good 
5 
seamanship, shows us what happens whan the professional man 
becomes completely inflexible, and uses his professionalism 
aa a crutch. Z hope to examine tills p)»aaMn» later at 
greater length, and to show its bearing on the development 
o£ the archetypal nan of reason, Anthony Bradell. 
rollowing Efrfi MfflftiyiM Gossans published 
Ask Ma Tomorrow (1940)# in which the reader watches the moral 
coning of age of a young writer* Francis Ellery, an American 
visiting putts of Europe. The novel examines the youthful 
pride of Ellery and observes his gradual disillusion and 
maturity, in a letter written in 1955, Mr. Gossans admitted 
that the account ©« the young writer in ftp* m wa® 
partly autobiographical,3 a factor which would serve to 
indicate that ths author had reached a point in his develop" 
ment when he could afford a backward glance, considering 
objectively, perhaps, his earlier admiration for the. type of 
impetuous, rebellious Individual who was at the center of 
the four earlier novels* 
"*» P*a>li«hed in 1942, and it 
Is the first of the author's novels concerning the law (the 
other is BY Love .Possessed). the hero of this book, sonewhat 
the seam age as the young writer of Ask Me Bomorrow, has 
*Brachsr, p. $9. 
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hoaik»t S. S. San ?edro. qfrft fcnflfc, *4gffi, ^ttlHWiy* Mftft 
Brethren, jf fflffWTflBPIf, HmrflMMt fill, WMK& 
of Honor, and, finally, jy MTfr, ftiffftHiM' 
wmi mmm 
in mMmsmvem to his first three nov®is, m* cmmw 
has stated# "M? first novel was written when l turn® uineteen* 
and that, anA the next, and the next, were about what yo« 
4 would expect. X have the advantage of feeing older new. * 
Bis displeasure with his first four works has caused him to 
delete them fro® polished lists of his works? mil' -sight 
books are listed opposite the title page of m Love possessed 
i» Harcourt hard-cover edition, copies of the earliest 
books are not tasUjf available? not only are they out of 
print hut publishers--undoubtedly at the author's mm request-
have refrained front reprinting them. 
m Mr. coaze^s* early books, the central figures are* 
in voft case)?* youthful rebels* they are romantic in their 
thoughts and actions, and the works themselves are romantic 
in their attitudes and settings, it is obvious that their 
youthful author plainly a&aired such fiction, althou^j his 
treatment of it is uneven and somewhat inaccurate. Heverthe-
less, the early book# represent a considerable achievement 
• MlMKn./WSliffa* »mit* and 
-**ard Bayer aft (Mew York* ft* w. Wilson, 1942), pp. 311*324* 
%tuj reference presents one of the few autobiographical notes 
by Mr. 
IX 
when one considers the extreme youthfulneos o£ their 
author. 
confusion,S written while nr* cossens was a sophomore 
at Harvard, charts the meteoric rise and fall o£ a glittering 
girl# Cerise d'Atree, the rich, beautiful, and talented 
descendant o£ a noble French faatily. she literally lias every­
thing! intelligence, wit, masculine courage and strength 
coupled with feminine sensitivity# and soeiaX position. 
The book follows her on a tour of the fashionable centers 
of Araeriea and Europe* and while it is rather ostentatious* 
the account "anticipates the detailed picture of upper-
§ 
aiiddle<-cl&ss life that distinguished ay Love Possessed." 
His fact that Confusion was well received by the 
critics attests to its aucces d'est line. the reviewer for 
the Bew Republic. for mma&Lm, considered it a qualified 
success> 
At intervals, the author becomes a little 
toe obviously well lettered, and the first 
half of the boofe~«where people drop glibly 
la from Paris, st* Petersburg, Budapest, 
Madrid, Algiers, and Vienna-—betrays sons* 
what over frankly his familiarity with the 
lands that bound the Seven Seas* in 
occasional paragraphs, too, his characters 
are ffMroad to stand .in <*rd#ir to provide 
5James Gould Cossens, confusion (Bostons B. J. 
Brlsswer GO#, 1924). 
6Bracher, p. 29. 
12 
a Kind of right away for the passage of a 
full-freighted idea* . . . One is tempted 
to say that his last twenty pages could 
scarcely have been written better.7 
Cerise'» advwlsras, culminating in her abrupt end 
in an auto crash* hardly need reiterating here* Suffice it 
to sav that her rather »w<4 Jjmefcuous nature is 
ill sharp contrast to the seasoned, careful ratiocination of 
»h<> later heroes* we find of her tvne as 
late as Bv Love Foaaeaaed-"-Clarissa winner is the character 
mVOT cones to mind* flit , too* noesesses Cerise * s —aeui iw> 
strength and character* although Clarissa is not so 
impulsive and violent as Cerise* 
Cerise's rtfiuiKfiTT in# counterpart appears in cfiswins' 
next novel* Michael Scarlett,8 a "roaring cloak-and-dagger 
romance of **i*England**^ Hlrihttl j future Lord 
nmiVniTO |a »^*> enitOSM Of <tatwWiita w>iif»l irmtitt. W<a 
loyalties are divided we«g the Queen, his lover* a Spaniard 
he tried to rescue after the defeat of the Spanish armada, 
*ns ^ group of roistering poet# »«**< writers he befriended 
*R. 8. F.* "Fiction Brief," Mew Republic, September 
24* 1924* p. 105. 
%ames Gould Coaaens* KlfMal CStow *ork« 
A* and C* Boni* 1925). Bereafter cited as MS. 
^-Elizabethan England," .Yfrjft 
Hoveisber 15* 1925* p. 8. 
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14 
defeat, ami by Shakespeare's production 
of *h winter's Vale" some fifteen years 
before the event. 
Both of Gossens* next books, Oadk Pit and The Stan of 
Perdition, concern a Cuban background, instead of going 
back to Harvard after the publication of Michael Scarlett 
(he had taken a year's absence to finish the book}* Nr. 
Cossests went to Cuba, where he spent a year teaching the 
children of American engineers in Santa Clara Province, and 
•Amu mmm*>. tiM are tvidiBtlv outotowtbii of the author's 
experiences during this tine. 
11 Cock Pit presents the reader with a glorification 
of the ruthless world of the Cuban sugar plantations and 
of the strong, aggressive individuals who battle for power 
within that world, as typified by Chief Field Engineer £*ancy 
Mickst, whose Irish name typifies Mr. Cossens* ability to 
pick names fee his characters which onomatopoetically Iden­
tify their personality types—"Oeorge Bull" is another such 
name, as are "Ernest Cudlipp," "Caroline Dumaer, * etc. 
Laaey Is a violent awn but he is honest, and in battling 
the great, iiapaaslve machinery of conpany« he ultimately 
defeats the villains In the book. 
IQfbid. 
^^dfJUBSS QOUld Cossens, Cock Pit (Mew York: Williaa 
Morrow & Oo», 1928). Hereafter abbreviated ££• 
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16 
is present, to be sure* bat Ms Identity lias bean changed* 
Is# is the "son of perdition,* Oliver Findley, 
Stallow is a father -Image of sorter be represents and 
wieldB the enormous power of the sugar company with fairness 
and omniscience. It would b© fair, X think, to aay that be 
la the ancestor of the father-raentor as he appears In fhc 
„fmfl ,3»y, linn, (Judge Coatesb to (Col. 
Rossi» and i» ay Loya Possessed (Arthur winner, sr.). 
However, Stellow la treasonably unbending in Ms authority, 
more aitin in »h«a sense to »iw cla&deniaa in S. s. *»»» 
to judge coatas or Col* %i*aa. 
Findlay is Satan's representative in Hie Son of gardl-
tiflit. aa CUflb. he. too • a nua&Mfcr of epatwitaw»a 4n 
the other novels, such as Warren Winner, and. tbt criminals 
in fl^.f^ai^,,,^ jUllftt* H® represents Man ruled by his 
passions, eternally at odds with authority and the forces 
Of right. Be .1st stallow'# arch-enemy, and at the end of the 
book, Stellov, a symbol of <3od as head of the 111190 sugar 
company, banishes Findley froa the island, When Findley 
boards ***** freiobter that is to c&rrv him ftw"* »>%«» iiiaBd. 
the ship's officer eowaents coldly, "fUere is a place 
prepared for you?2,4 &**• Judae, Findley goes to take it. 
14S6BE, p. »04. 
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20 
to the man of reason as it is developed through the succeed­
ing novelet the theme of the importance of a aan's work. 
Lancy Micks fights the company, to be sure, but he is careful 
not to sabotage his integrity as an engineer. In a sense* 
the .lives of the major characters in Cock Pit (and in a sore 
diffuse sense, aha son of Perdition) are attuned to the 
growth and ultimate harvest of the sugar crops upon which 
the very existence of the hug* sugar corporation depends* 
h» Mr. Bracher points out, *Bie expert, set apart fro® the 
masses by Ms competence, has a self-imposed but imperative 
obligation not to do shoddy work* getting the job done super­
sedes all other values.*i7 
fhe importance of a nan's work would seem to over­
ride all other possibilities of his rebelliousness, if he 
is a fairly mature and seasoned character like Joel Stella*, 
indeed, one might speculate about the possibility that the 
1 ileus of Lancy Micks, if given a few years of age plus the 
bulk of added responsibility represented by the directorate 
of united Sugar Corporation# would turn to the sort of 
unbending and conservative judgment we find in Joel Stellow, 
in order to bear up under the weight of his responsibilities. 
She crushing pressure of a man's responsibility to his 
job not only can dehumanise him, but also can eventually 
17Ibid., p. 33. 
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"Officers will carry out their 
orders to the best of their 
ability* " 
—Captain Clendening 
These fragments X have shored 
against ray ruin. 
——"The waste Land" 
Xa the first tea pages of Nr. Cossen's next novel* 
19 
8. S. San Pedro. all of the major characters are intro­
duced # and the reader is provided with a general forecast 
of the rough going to be faced by the characters before the 
book and their voyage is finished, Xn length and economy a 
novella, 8. S. San Pedro is written in a spare prose which is 
admirably suited to the steady passage of action in the book 
and to the ship's inexorable progress toward doom. 
Xt opens with a description of the San Pedro herself, 
a twin-screw turbine liner of seventeen thousand terns, bear­
ing a million dollars in gold for the Argentine banks, auto­
mobiles for Montevideo, two thousand tons of cash registers 
and tinned baking powder, cotton shirts, bathtubs, children's 
toys, machine guns for Paraguay, coal to make the voyage, and 
*-%ames Gould Cossens, S. 8, San Pedro (new York? 
Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1931). Hie novel was later reprinted, 
along with Castaway, in a Modern Library paperback edition. 
Page numbers cited refer to this edition, abbreviated 388?, 
23 
one hundred and seventy-two passengers. The San Pedro is a 
microcosm of sorts, but it would be difficult to say that 
Coszens was primarily Interested in allegorising throughout 
the book. Bis use of symbols borders at times on manipula­
tion (Doctor Percival is a much too heavily drawn death-
figure, for example* Miro'e watch is set with a large jewel, 
etc.}* but a point-for-polnt allegory is not the author*s 
main purpose* 
the book opens with a description of loading operations, 
which also serves to introduce some of the major characters. 
Ifr* Bradell, the senior second officer, is observing the load­
ing. Miro, first quartermaster, a coffee-colored Brazilian, 
is in direct charge of the deck operations. Be watches over 
Packy, a big Jamaican Hegro at the winch who, although he is 
dead drunk, handles the winch with mechanical precisiont 
"He and the winch met at an abysmal level of brainless 
strength. Like the boom on its gooseneck, Packy pivoted 
blindly on the small hard point of habit. Like the boom, 
19 he described invariably the same controlled semicircles.* 
the three men, Mr. Bradell, Miro, and Pac&y, represent 
a chain of command which functions smoothly in the opening 
pages, a chain so well established that its low man, Packy, 
19SSS£* P* 
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25 
It was, in Miro*s idiom, a matter of 
Integrate* with the Spanish sense of tone, 
texture, woven fineness was the untranslatable 
value of a plan, a sustained argument under* 
lying a mode of behavior. It was wide enough 
to include that beautiful gift of the white 
man, the disciplined cooperation, speed, and 
precision of people quick and certain about 
their duties. Shis abstraction was the last, 
perfect pleasure, epitomised by Mr. Bradell 
in attention alert and quiet above, but, in 
addition, that a nan might know he was good 
flesh as well as blessed spirit* . . . 
It should be noted that for ttiro, tela is sufficient 
unto the day. He finds strength in the ordering of events, 
the discipline of his work, and his strength is reinforced 
by other systemss time, for example (during the loading, 
he pulls from his pocket a gold watch studded with a ruby, 
the magnificence of which, we are told, "testified to bias 
again the rightness of the world"5 and the multiplication 
tables which Nr. Bradell teaches to hin during his spare 
time. While Kiro obviously relishes the tela in learning 
to multiply, he is without illusions about ever being able 
to finish the task. 
In contrast, Mr. Bradell and others who are of higher 
rank can take their satisfactions from seeing the ends to 
which their disciplined profess ionalism leads them. However, 
even they are too deeply intrenched in tela, in a system of 
21Ibld., pp. 4-5. 
2S 
discipline far its own sake. For the Captain ecially, 
this intrenchment in tela becomes a fatal flaw; Classenlag** 
tela* which might have served hia well in health, betrays him 
in his sickness because the officers beneath him have been so 
disciplined wider the system that they cannot take action 
without his command. The only person capable of taking 
command, Bradell, is struck by the boon which appeared in 
the opening pages as a symbol of blindly mechanical strength 
disciplined by tela, and so is rendered helpless at the 
moment when he could take action and save the ship. 
Captain Clendening appears in the opening pages as a 
man with an outward, visible sign of his own impending 
downfallt 
Bis old blue eyes, always marred by a droop 
cm the left, were unnaturally listless. ... 
His right brow arched up round and steepi 
the left lay flat* fhe left corner of the 
mouth sank in a lump outstanding toward the 
stubborn chin.2 
These misshapen features are the result of an injury by a 
thrown marlinspiksf they symbolise and parallel a sort of 
fatal flaw in the ship itself, a alight list to port while 
she sits at the dock, a list which grows worse as the voyage 
continues* 
22SS8P. p. 6. 
27 
Captain deadening, in the opening pages of the book, 
is being Observed (there's the sinister possibility that he 
has been "treated") by one Doctor Fercival, who is the 
author * a much-too-obvious death symbol in S. S. San Fedro. 
The doctor is overloaded with a rather preposterous set of 
funereal features and garmentst 
Doctor Percival's tight faoe was fleshless, 
and almost gray. His lips sank in, rounded over 
his teeth. they were lips so scanty that you 
could see the line of the teeth aeeting. His 
eyes, red-rissswt, lay lisap in tteir sockets, 
appearing to have no color at all, Doctor 
Percival's intense pale gaae ease out of holes 
covered with soft, seaitransparent lenses.23 
The doctor is further tricked out with a sort of aetit 
mal. which turns his face at tiaea into something really 
revolting, and he wears gray gloves, a runpled black hat, 
in hoarse whispers, even in the roar of «ng<na 
room* Be is the first to point out to Bradell that the ship 
does not float quite level, and he asks further disconcerting 
questions Clio danger of tipping over?"). And he has some 
foreboding things to say about Clendeningt "Ifce captain « , • 
is an old nan, nr. Bradell. • • • People grow old ... they 
break down, they wear out." 
Soon* the ship begins her voyage to South America. Mr. 
MacGillivray, the chief engineer, has tried the engines, which 
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Mr* Bradsll must take even his Captain's bawdy admonition* 
to »tay chaste as the word of the law. when, shortly* the 
ship enter a the bad weather that will eventually sink her, 
it is the girl who makes the strongest appeal to Sradell to 
he a bit human is his attitude toward the cosafort ©£ the 
passengersi 
"sorry," repeated Anthony. "Don't worry» 
Everything is all right." All the woodwork 
creaked and cried out with the roll* She 
put a hand on his an and said* "Good Lord, 
is it as bad as that?* she seeoed obscurely 
to ciinf to him, impeding his thought as well 
as his progress. He felt too tired to shake 
her off* so he said* "Mo.danger at all* 
Everything is all right."24 
Later# the girl, concerned, asks hia if "that doctor nan** 
went ashore. She, too# has sensed the awful import of Doctor 
fercival1# presence on the ship* 
the San Pedro's list begins to worsen} coupled with 
the rough weather, it causes a breaking loose of cargo, and 
the ship gradually begins to deteriorate. Matches are 
jaxmsd open, portholes are smashed# valves won't close# and 
the ship begins to take water alarmingly* AX though both 
Clendening and Bradell are aware of intending disaster, 
they seea unable# through the x professional discipline# to 
do anything effectively- the captain gets sicker* he fails 
to hear requests for action# his face becomes pale and puffy, 
24imu p. 39. 
so 
and he spends much of hi* time staring blankly at nothing. 
Bradell, in contrast, takes action* but it is undirected• 
He mmms angry smch of the time, evidently at the breakdown 
of the structure of coranand, so angry, indeed, that he "see# 
red." His reason is clouded, and his emotions often get the 
best of him. 
Finally, amid vain attempts to get the lifeboats 
away before the ship goes down, Bradell attempts to use a 
boon—like the one used at the opening of the story—to 
ditch smm of the automobiles Which have broken loose. In 
doing so, he overrides the Captain's cossnand, but the instant 
he takes action into his own hands, he is struck downs 
Black faces turned. Out of the concealment 
of the deck-house under them can* Mr. Bradell 
now, and he, too, turned. She boom hovered In 
a broken ***&I#, dinliy» went 
into a drunken side movement. "Look alive, 
sir:" screamed Miro. The boost, released, 
came too fast. With a blind, inert precision 
it swung further left# the iron-sheathed 
timber struck like a well-directed club out of 
the anonymous skies. It knocked Mr. Bradell*s 
poised figure ten feet into the scuppers*29 
It is only after he learns that Mr. Bradell, the only 
man capable of succeeding him in command, has been lajvred 
that the Captain gives the order to abandon ship. By then, 
it is too latei a lifeboat-load of Hegroes, including the 
Ksm> »• «»• 
si 
injured Mr. Br ad® 11, and tmm full of women and - > ldren 
get away fro® tit# ship. 1%* Saa Pedro, with her do©£ ®<i 
captain and most ©f the ctw and saale passenger a, goes down* 
and "overhead, the vast sfcy, pal© and white* ail ®ro«»d the 
infinite and ewpty ocean." 
ftjer© are two important the©es at work in the pages of 
l,t tfn JfH- ,Mrt« ®*e **xst Of them is tli® ioportaacs of a 
man1* nodi* til* second major theme has to do with Kan*s 
isspesrisafience and the ultimate necessity of his deterioration, 
w# s®« ®ueh deterioration in Captain ClemSeiaiing, and it 
becomes, in affect, a lesson to be learned % the younger 
Mr. sradell. 
Doctor Perctval points out the necessity of a maa's 
wearing out to Bradell, and later, Bradell Mars the captain 
himself reiterate the lessons 
tsfcea |foar inside* 90 back on you it shakes 
you ail up. Just little things. flfcey ail 
get together and you—all of a sudden you 
see you aren't going to liv« forever. ... 
Tflou don't like going out, hoy. Sort of 
cold, sort of lonely* well, we all got 
to do It.2® 
Bradell can see the significance of the captain's 
words. He speculates about them to the dance music coning 
fro® the Captain's radio* nusic vfoich is as tenuous a« life 
itself« 
26ssii# p' 30. 
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Padre, md it %p|N3&Z's$ xh&t tit# wm ot xemm\t if he is 
typified. fey Mr. Bradail8 baa gar to gs» to coping witfc 
life*® ixunites. But ha leatrcu? to do so is farî icocftto-; 
towrmXm. 
C&STAmY 
Aithoatf* £H$1KB3£?8 <*o«® follow f,Sl fb,Jfltt, „fito 
in Mr. Gossans* canon, it is treated here because of its 
generic kinship with the work previously discussed and 
because of its importance to subsequent discussion of 
Mum&Mm* *** gmmmsf, »**& i.i, %*u§mnF^m »*y *» 
©ailed novella ratter than full-length novels? for this 
reason* they have been 
Library. 
*® •» *» Mm* w* »#s the author 
practicing extreme economy and compression. But whereaa 
San Pedro is parhaps flawed by heavy-handedness In devtlor* 
ment of such characters as Dr. Percival» Castaway is a small 
masterpiece both in terms of character and development. 
9l»t the mark is atypical has bean pointed out; at 
least Gossans did not follow the surrealist technique 
exhibited hare. But Castaway is important in a oonsideration 
of the thane of Passion vs. Reason, for it serves to £aclli~ 
tata an understandIng of this in other hooka* 
Further* it illustrates the impersonality of the world of 
ail, |, fcfro f^ssiftyis characters • 
2%aa*** Gould cossens* Castaway (Hew YorKi Harcourt, 
Brace* and Co., 1931). Later reprinted .in a Modem Library 
paperback edition (undated), to which following notes refer. 
3§ 
The castaway, sir. tecfcy, who can scarcely he called a 
hero, lias been trapped t*? a huge department store. Hhe 
fe©ote*» epigraph points up as* ironic contrast b«fcw©«n Mr. 
fc*sclcy and sea earlier counterpart, Robinson czuaoot Whereas 
Cruson was able to provide for himself and enrich hir.s«>Xf 
spiritually on his desert island, Mr. leek# not only cannot 
tales care of things but also destroys himself. By such 
devices as this constantly implied contrast, nr. Cossens 
points up two major and inter-related theses, both of %thlch 
are important in their bearing on the theme of SPassion vs. 
Raason. 
the first of these thorns concerns ths taod&nt .indivi­
dual's deterioration when he is forced to become self-
sufficient. As a second theme, the book vividly illustrates 
those factors of the ©motions which are outside of, and tend 
to subvert, Man's reason. In this sense* Castaway illustrates 
a self-division and subsequent reversion of an individual 
to a primitive and basically asocial behavior* 
Mr* Lacky is cut adrift from society; h# is depicted 
in a situation which demands that he subsist by tmarn of his 
reason and ingenuity, two qualities with which his society 
has not ©pipped him. She department store offers him any 
material he nay need to survive, and it is significant that. 
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falling forward an m* taulty'e, £*cm md& 
him ®yes look aapty and senealesa* his 
:!ace, already toiled with the fea&rd he 
toad begun, wae etiolated, exhausted of 
blood. 
Late i» tfea pafts of t&e iooval, a bell Icacawi on a 
pillar lu th* baaemistt directly aver tfee body of tise victim 
begin# to flag* repeatedly reuiia&i&g Mr. Lacity of him cri»a. 
Uiider tit* pamiatwat ri*ifi»g: of ttsa ball, suunoning am to 
a ayssbolic Jiidgieeot Day, Mr. I*ecJcy finally ttaseaafis to the 
baaaitumt from utiesiea ha cam for a rackonixig with bia 
dopoalaaiaqcri 
Unwillingly, he took tba idiot by tlx© 
shouldar. » * « Bin hand on tha bead, 
studying tb* miiijiirad side, Mr* Ii@cky 
4%$ faw< 1 lar 
lilsa a at^antar** faea* yet it wm m 
friend*# faca, nor finy# of anyoaa 
he bad ®var asat. . * . nr. I*eciey 3mm why 
bad Btvsr aaan a man with thia face. 
Hd teaw wSa© had baan puratdad and cry«liy 
k4xxidi was now aty^i ^krold imivar 
climb a©r« ataira. Ha ka®w why jfcc. fcMky 
could never iiava for Mia own tha atock of 
thia fraat stoxe.32 
fifty try Moonay haa susnMuriMMl tha Ittspoy%jftiKiro of Castaway 
in tha b®% of m* Coaaana* work* 
%T^h^ifftct#8r 1st & •& though ®ay bm iM tha 
roairtafey^^ of cn5nbswb*1 d$v6l<^mrt, it WBV9S— 
tbalaaa repraaanta a fruitful pauaa. Here, 
, p. 174. 
32ibld., p. 181. 
co&sens seesui to be easing# is the primitive 
OleiMllit 4X1 fiytfy 168## an^|iiy^»< al ly <i> 
i»ife.;iug;a >-«d Qiw, Here is the ddstcuct lve 
horror against vhtch <®iy %Im» forns 
©£ civility can. protect us. m& having 
•ffpHyrt^l tMi darX hiBBiii corridor, coxsens 
returned to his ma jar concern* the role oi 
sunk in noaftrit society# * 
Caatawav is a rich field for a number of interpreta­
tions, but for the purpose of this paper, it provides 
<i« 1 ^ <5*1(1 of Mr. COSSenS1 attitude tOWUTd 
certain dangers in irfw1 modern world# toward a typical. 
»ember of the lower-middle or lower social class, a man 
with no breeding, no dignity, no scruples, slight intelli­
gence. and very little hope. we ere told little about Mr, 
Lecky's lineage, aside from the feet that, as a child, he 
was haunted lay unreasonable fears. Furtter, and signifi­
cantly, he. seems to have no occupation} none is nentioned 
in the novel. 
He take* no dignity from his profession, like judge 
Rosa; or from a well-etocked mind, like Julius Penrose; 
or from an aristocratic lineage, like Br. Oeorge Bull, fie 
will be met again in a more realistic light in the later 
novels, but he will receive :.ittle sympathy frost hie author, 
or frost hie fellow characters. 
33Harry John Mooney, Jr., ftMi,.flUffM QWmm 
mmUMXM (university of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), 
p. 26. Hereafter cited en "Mooney." 
34 
doctor Oeorgs Bull, the her© of 2*>e..IA*t Mai, Is tins 
last of * series of men of action Which began with Michael 
Scarlett, and the first mi a ««rl»8 of characters who will 
appear in all of the later novels, and whoa Mr. Com&a 
mwtm unreservedly to admire, lull is the symbol of a 
fundamental series of peej udices on the pert of the author 
which have been present in his novels since Confusion. 
These favor long and distinguished blood lines and a 
basically conservative outlook* 
Sector MI tff puw i«f officer of a saall 
Hew England town, mem Mint cm. The novel concerns events 
during a period fxron February 17 to March 17, during -which 
a typlioid epidemic breaks out in the town, several ta*ras~ 
people die, and Dr. mil is accused and tried by the 
cosaaunity for being derelict in his public health duties, 
fhe society of Hew win ton, it shortly becomes clear* is as 
materialistic in its outlook as the society that produced 
Mr. L«cky in Castaway. 
The novel's major theme is concerned with a study of 
man's mortality and the- indifference of Ms environment. 
54Jaa»» Gould CwuwMi H». latt Adam (N«v Yurfct 
Sarcourt, Brace, and Co., Harvest Books, 1953)* Subsequently 
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George BwiX, -£o iff** KlnUw en Memorial my, 
1893, bought a&m o£ Uae x&u&mm** m& m&m or 1 mm total 
lack oi matlamal of tt& ixwit&m: with aim. 
But lis lack ot mmtimmt &m& rouglwaea# &**<* mm&m 
fcSaa acquired «w!ie« tweturn* would sm» Mm oan l&y alaim 
a MM&hIp with If#'* gngland wald* is 4m§mx a**d aaoce 
p&rsbaisf*»t thai* t&afc of such arriylgtea a# &*££ Bm&imm or 
ssoat &£ fclhB ffltlwmr Nfw Linton jrsaJUJeaitJi • Jilt&ougii &e o^s 
one o£ the £ouf Jfcw F intern Itouaes whtcli isan d^lw «usy aioxfc 
of to® is not Juit&iest»d la the social i«g>lica~ 
tions o* »asfr a fact; nei tiier is Ms mistress# J&mt Card* 
mtdmc# wjlo 1&&s &&s.* z&xfoftlt * 8 isotwufc# qlhi ®£ 
oldest iu ftfe* eonmunlty* of msmt o£ its i&ip&x'ktmt imnlahlog** 
pmtm Bull Is also imik££^xmmt to fc'iiw dangers of ait 
ny4.^ fr 't'fatM* a&w winton n t—fwrffry 
j»̂ 4f tsjmfc larger f hv f• ff&# lug i&e mtuxtl .i4minl** 
sonim» vitjbi it.it tmxwmmmmskiim In*# i f fOTifriMM*# towazci bin* 
HtA**# isi tli# m&ml, tim doctor leavee hi» 
wltS f̂ {̂ * typhoid epjUSeirie goes o£jg witfe ixkmstska to bunt 
x*t10.e«»4lb«£. Sie deaarik&s &ull*s driving tf&ysieal 
Sower, as will as ills iMlf£are]3»®e to ttoe dangers of such a 
apart« 
Th# thick end of 111* oak bludgeon rang «lull 
on the atonei be struck again* » . . Wheeling, 
lie brought it do»m wltli all hla force on a 
•*%!„<»% «i tfiitio coil. , , , "Mill »t>rt dasaiat Icrot I * 
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& >ocl*ty" doctor vio ministars to ssevr wtet©^,*a app»&r 
social classes, mA wlso Ms tssafi# his practice a fuiiomblt 
Dr. Bull, In contrast, is a hedonist, « fatalist, and 
.& r**lts*. 3® is the first of » Xengthe&iag line of coram* 
characters *h©# always admix-ably# tools, at seafclT̂ ssffc, 
3$pmcl®t&m®SM, asad aaotlaisllam with tha cold a^rais.Usf «ye« 
of the disiliasioaed. 
3vXt Is not decelve-l aa others are about nas&*a plae# 
In tfee %josld.0is returning fcona fzom. a visit to Janet Card-
amter*;s feet***, lie hears 1stlaatIons of 111# owt saortallty la 
the hoarse bff&atSiiag of a dying <£ows 
X^ade&ly, he «a® aware of hisaseif alive, sad 
$0, heavy hearted, of death—of When he would 
a© longer tw what hot sew wearily was. the 
evil of "wn »fMi> triussph® 
of death, mm so clearly at this bad hour, 
leaded *><— dOM). n-iaw>My»aaaMHit . to 
death's certainty? exasperation, to know fehss 
fatuousness of resisting such an adversary— 
what was the us® of tesopor&ry evasions or 
difficult little remedies When death simply 
came back and came hack imtil It won?37 
Hils type of experience, a hushed pause lit the forward move-
mmt of a novel# happens with increasing frequency to .• 
Cosset heroes, She awareness of death umtm to he 
constantly before these individual si one feels that perhaps 
31 w* 87-68. 
47 
it i» »ha>» f|$| r®isain so reasou— 
atole imjW @0 much *|wyfwii#t>ti?i'^l.ffiynftii> > 
SO say, however, that Dr. Boil is a "Maa of Reason" 
In the sassi that the tern can toe applied to later 
characters would hardly be fair* Bull copes with the dangers 
of existence largely toy Ignoring then. But he has carta in 
qualities ifoich are important to the development of the 
later heroes, m is aware that wany of life's events, to©th 
good and toad* are influenced at least in part toy factors over 
which Ma has little control* 
Probably eighty oust of a hundred typhoid 
eases will get well without any treataas&t 
or cold baths or nonsense. At least fifteen. 
will die anyway, that neans you night have 
five to fool with. If you don't happen to 
*111 them, perhaps you'll mmm them. « . » 
An old horse doctor like ate looks at them 
and all he can see is that nedical science 
Is perfectly useless in ninety-five out of 
every hundred eases. *®ten Vemey sees theat» 
he ttilyifie the other five efoow how wonderful 
whatever tricks b« in style are# 
W»is sort of ttasentiaentality is 
to practically ®wry 
the towns folic 7 it is especially and significantly apparent 
in his attitude toward religion and his father" s sagacity as 
a religious wan, a consideration which foreshadows Men and 
Brethren; 
MM£mj W* 262 • 
48 
the Reverend Ephriara gull mssd fthe stars] too* 
Standing in the darkness of a Michigan road, he 
towns Strang testimony to the truth of script are 
in teaching little George to recognise the eternal 
stars recommended to 3otet and to the awfulnesa of 
God's creation, when the light of this Arctusrus, 
m«><na a >inn<!ya^ aatol ai(Th<-v»flIv mil#® & 
second, took forty years to arrive. 
"And SO what?" said George Bull, heavily* 
for he could see well enough what had sense and 
worse logic the old man h|d once terrifies hi® 
%ms?a *rvmat|4fttitia tijjrftamu 
doll's disillusion is apparent in his consideration of the 
truth behind most of Man's sentiments, including love* .He 
clarifies these while examining one of sew Linton's 
youngsters for venereal diseases 
'when do you think you got infected?*' 
*1 don't know," 
*¥€m don't know? Been fooling with Betty Peters?* 
*Ho, I never—1* 
•you going to tell me yo*i must have got it off a 
towel? Have to be a minister to manage that* 
, Vihere did you get it?** 
Finally he said, "X guess it must have been 
Charlotte slade , 000• • • •* 
"*w better think about marrying Charlotte., She 
cam five you all there is, and it might save you 
plenty of trouble and expense. *40 
Hails thorough lack of sent imentality# coupled with 
Dr. ©oil's ability to see "the way things are* and Ms 
caroe diem philosophy, enable him to survive not only the 
39m* 259-260. 
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She person moat upset about it seesnd to be 
Betty Peters. . . . Qverccwe by the bloody, 
painful, nastiness of life • • » die proceeded 
to have hysterics. » . . Pa danced arouRu in 
a senile ecstasy of alarm, squealing. £$* 
best; way out seemed to be to give both Pa and 
Jeff sleeping tablets. A fractional shot of 
the unrequired morphine 414 for Batty. thus, 
by half-past seven, George Bull could leave 
then; three variously drugged* one dead; the 
house shut up, bleak and gray under the cold 
blue morning sky. crossing the bridge .into 
New winton, he could hear the bells of St. 
Matthias * s ringing briefly for Holy CJojaiaiinion.' 
Such bloody and unforeseen events will he part of the lives 
of all of the forthcoming cossens heroes. 
fthile %hs Last Adam does not present the devsiopnsent 
of a "typical" Man of Season in the Consens canon (car. 
Bull can hardly he said to he bifurcated by passion vs. 
reason), it does present a fairly clear picture of some of 
the qualities of the later heroes> disillmsiomaent and a 
realist's outlook. Perhaps the largest lesson being learned 
by the Gossans hero .in this novel is that, in the snidst of 
modem life, with its commitment to spaciousness and senti­
mentality, disasters which demand a cold eye and realistic 
judgment still occur (the death of sal Peters is an example). 
the realist *s outlook* from this book on# becomes the best 
way for the Cosatens hero to make his way through life. 
4lLA* £»p. 245*246* 
Hen and brethren* shall 
we <to? 
~~acts a»3« ,*? 
. . . wi shall play a $as* of chess. 
Pressing 1idles® eyes, sad waiting 
for a knock upon the door* 
its# waste stand* 
Hr* omissus* novel of the ministry, Men and Brethren. 
is ps$hai»ly tits roost loosely organised of his ©ovale. xt 
consists of a string of episodes, each involving soae aspect 
of the religious life (but not necessarily the religious 
beliefs) of book's hero. Ernest cudliOBi ««d aar^i 
witnessed through fit# eyes* <pp ig t-fa* of as 
iptiflflyil ftli.ii fiff%#yj #*yy> he is concerned with the PH*fcliig of a 
definitive concrete &*m» to socletv »***? of aofclna 
well within perineter of li.!.# ft i«4 f »u< weaknesses * 
Mtillai the S&MI SOKTt Of fllCM***1 Iff TITlWMf.1st I/? of 
stost Of tdbs ffiMWfff*# heroes ute® follow ifimsst CucLlipp, it was 
i»wi>y characteristic of IHWffeo®? ^^MMffrs Bull• Although both 
ma are arrogant and self-sufficient, ©r, Bull's arrogance 
was great enough to isolate hist oofe oar less completely fron 
his society* Ernest Cudlipp, arrogance notwithstanding, is 
Mfrftdfo »!>• #.i>»^yi|g^itof SOCiSty 
k 
tab® place* tliiw shift in eomitas&t to society is of aajoir 
importance in the tovslopaftnt of the Nan of Reason. 
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Hi l»i» seminary day is, Cudlipp's life wm not as orderly 
as It 4s presented in the action of the novel* At om tine* 
lis was a eultist of sorts* w*to studied for a time untie r tlis 
notorious Father Ofilvle, a diatinstXy "liberal* lisdlvidual* 
From these studies* cudlipp derived a sat of afctitiwSes vhich 
are seen, in vestigial form, in his lingering fonSMMMi for 
cigarettes «M cold Ibeer* Sw Is is parish, *MAfe includes 
the resident® of a groujp of "aortily remodel®*? flats* »®&r 
St, Aa&rose*a vicarage, houses a group of people «fae are 
distinctly liberal. 
Ha the rcldafc o£ this liberal group,. Cadlfrpp «5«splcted 
leamistf some important lessons about eowfttrewslse a*aet flexi­
bility. His tutor lii these lessons is 1>r. &a«fe» cutfllpp's 
superior,, a raaa of reason %&© realise# the sf mo4i»ra~ 
tlon, especially t© * minister» f#i£le Ills ®pi»araiS!CS Am 
aristocratic, it has "no special foundation"? pr. &wb is 
the ©o© of a locomotive exigliMMrr* His great gift, the 
reader is iafonaed, is *smoothi&g things w#,rtt * 
Motor Lamb could be mulish when provokirtd j 
but* ironically, to provoke hln it tools, 
siothing1 less than the rude and oteatinafcp 
refusal to eoe^oraise. Be had no patience 
with people who de»aia#®d extrewe measures 
or drastic stands* ft*# Qg <? 
he regarded as a part of dtemrlty and a proof 
of good faith and will. . • . As one gentle­
man to another, he was eoiifidSBt of wutaal 
nyxii^r4»g tilth fo** Creator about **>«» 
s5 
nature and mmm of Mmwax&img* Qod in His 
graat way* Doctor Lamb in bia little am* tbe 
w>rk to tbcv vara both sincsrilv 
davotad. 3 
la ona episode, Dr. Lasib comes to Ernaat to offar bin 
awlvim about a aariaa of aaraona to ba praaanted by ministers 
fron atber faith* in t3»a St* Aaibroaa Chat si. I<ast& points out 
tbafc ana of tba scheduled speakers, Rabbi Sl«singer, may 
offend the spiaeopal bishop. While or, Lamb iaals that tlia 
bishop ia a "snobbish, obnoxious, mean-spirited iittla 
bigot,," ha alao feels tbat Cudlipp may Jeopardise tba 
bitboc's o&inion of bin bv »t *>» tkM)i t© awe®sent; 
his sermon. Hia plea to CuAUpp to reschedule tba series 
ia aa<ie during what ia prctoably tba first of a aariaa of 
••hiiŵ ftyat-fh'ibg »-w> 1 »»«r amyat .a. 
usually symbolise impending difficulty for tba Isaro. 
Cudlim'a other with Dr. iAt»y> are di4act 1<? 
encounters ? they involvs. »gaiw a«%<^ aaaln. t>>* aoed isentor PMIW^PWTBPI****" W* f *P«rw(J •PH»*Pta» TPf WJ .̂PBWPP WP*W ^pf~* W PiW*W^F*fc 
influencing tba mm of reason. Zt ia too early in tba 
Coaaaas canon for tba aort of o»t-and~oiat aquation of 
eonsesrvativiam with reasonableness found in tba later noirelst 
yet# aa aarly aa 193$, Mr. Cossens waa beginning to favor 
tba conservative way aa tba way of salvation for tba baroaa 
43jr«aea Oould Coaaena, Man and agattacan (MM YorXt 
Baroourt# Braca, and Co.« 1936). p. 93. Haraaftar abbara* 
viatad |j|. 
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they also represent Man's perpetual compulsion to Imt 
emotions override reason. 
To warn*** the question, "uen and brethr«ri, afcat shall 
we do?" the novel offers tha «mawple of £rt»e st c^eiijsp, who, 
within the Isounde of reason, fcalrmm motion, d©in«r what h® 
ttmn with the- materials awl fciwie im has to wosrl* with, ft is 
especially important to note that whil<t* o*sS3ipf* J.!* a Man of 
Reason t he in also a man of aetion. He takes carl wtllever 
and tMlu Merr ick to tha vicarage for rest an#, 
He advises imm and Alice Braes and *Tohn wade mm teeat he-
can, although their seem unaffected toy his advice, m4, 
®ost unsainisterially, he arranges an abort ion for cfe^Wine 
Binney* a wotaan whose values, he sees, are worth we than 
the resultant disillusion an unwanted child would hrina to 
her. 
Zt is to Geraldin® Binney that Cudl ipo mo«t clearly 
outlines his position as a minister and as a Man of Reason. 
In the closing pages of the novelr she asks ht* if fo® 
believes that Gad steant him to he a ministeri 
"Just as lie weans everything to he, that 
is.." She looked at M», troubled. Sfce 
hesitated a monent and said, "Even thi«»-
I mean ij&out—-". . . . Ernest thought* 
**As sure as nierht. When it is shown me* 
1 see. And how little &neaa of her 1 smi"] 
59 
so said* "tlilfl is the mmmxm a grant 
obligation lias been laid on ta© to do or 
wlii.s.tsws&x gjkws thing i fciivd leatrnd s 
ought to 5>e, or toaow X eau do. . • * 0n« 
lite it if laid a® yon. ***» Ttno* /our 
obligation, Geraldine. it hu always 
*««« to 90 hoae and. &o %%«t, your lit# l?*ia 
prepared you to do. It is all right. How 
im-> cmku Ta&a your tal«nt and auploy 
** «44 AVv * » « 
fh« world of Ernest Cudlipp is perilous, as filled 
with ^mwonm as that of Mr, Leeky, and with saa&es, as that 
of fieorg® Poll. But for tha first tins, a Coszens h«r© 
acts uadar the control of reason, moderation, and 
compromise to bring his troubles and those of his fcr#thren 
under control. 
46m» p» 23i. 
L* esprit sat toujour a la dupe 
—La Rochefoucauld 
wo ea.fims.9 critic armmtm importance to fcg&JS* 
47 
^rw^rgw. 19s© book** ineffectual hero, Francis Fit l*ry, 
1® t*m»ty-<three year* o\d, * twice-publishe*"1 novelist, and 
tli® guardian of a twelve-year-old asthmatic, falter 
Cimninghais. Me ifBmrrmf follow* Francis, walte*, Walter*® 
iwtJier, and several woanen whoa* Francis wi«)a«s to <t#dtw?e, on 
a tour of Jtarape* $fs« book is, %t best, a fulled study of 
43 
pr!<!*»„ ft is valuable for tfcf purpose of this paper only 
la its ill-a* tret.Ion of the author's prejudice the 
over-swot ionalism of low, and it a ability to M.!nd the 
young* Harry MMtioy hot pointed oat that ^ii\f Francis" 
moody, derisive reaction to n»axsy of Mi experiences ntqht 
be seen as being out of joint with his character, it does 
t»rov£de insight# into sorae of the novelist's ow attitudes 
£*-'?lwurjr* Hooney cites Uae rnwei * s preoccupation with 
triviality, and points out that the book's priggish hero is 
"a wjuu^utarl;* ^interesting tHcyt'"' few, ext., p. . *reaeric 
Braver discusses the novel 'j "curiously negative" quality 
top, cu.. p. • Jonathan ..Maaxexs, writjuay xia tte 
Saturday woview (June 29, 1940), calls fillery "the American 
2ne£f^at.uAl." m& &&lth m&lKon, in this Mew 'Mosk Mexald 
Tribune Booka section {Juats 16, 1940), states, "-cleverly as 
it is imsmlmd . , , one wonder* why Mr* Oossen* bothered to 
write it." 
*%rachar, p. 281. 
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in his latest novel, 
•The commitment to reason is fiven to Lorna's friend, 
Owen Davis, w}» senses the essential valuelessness of 
Prancis Bllery, and his unsuitabillty as Loma's future 
husband. She realizes that Ellery has really very little 
to offer a woman, that he is a source of "nan-mule dis­
order. . . . Owen believed in love, all right—but not 
sentimentality, which would never be sensible; and not 
passion, which upset everything*"5* 
Because its th*me~*the pride of a twenty-three~year~ 
old dUlettante—is minor, Hi, fMPfflPffy *«*aina a minor 
novel. It is valuable to a consideration of the theme of 
Passion vs. Reason mainly in its delineation of the 
author's 
iofim~£ssiaiss&* 
51AMt. p. 40. 
m mt m m mm 
"I'm glad 1 spent my life is 
tte law. . * • It's tin stnng-
hold of what reason men ever 
pit around to using#" 
—Judge Coates 
52 
la his next novel, iha Juafe end the itefuat. Mr, 
cossens takes up a theme which occupies bin in his three 
latest novels t the efforts of the Man of season to stain-
tain a stable society, using that great instrument of 
reason, the law. the novel is an account of three days 
(less ten hours) In the life of Abner Coates, a young 
district attorney who is participating in a trial for murder. 
While the trial is tits major thematic event of the novel, 
there are two other ••fr'wiw*# ^ th^w* 
of Passion and season* Self-Division's Cause* the first of 
these involves Abner"s indecision about accepting on offer 
of help in gaining nomination as district attorney by Jesse 
Qearhart, childerstown's political director, fhe seoond 
involves Atoner's relationships with his flandte and with 
his father. 
three-day trial for murder upon yjtlgh <*'Ho novel 
is based is a detailed examination of the operation of the 
52Jamss Oould Cossens, ̂  ^ tfte 
(new York* Haur court, Brace, and Co., 1942). Hereafter 
abbreviated JAP. 
64 
law and of the paradoxes involved in the legal system, 
ghe Just and the unjust is written on a foundation of 
specialised knowledge about the law and a mass of technical 
minutiae which give it an astonishing authenticity, During 
the trial* Abner* a young man of reason* learns much about 
the law and its limitations from Martin Bunting, a careful 
and rational lawyer* the district attorney* and the chief 
oroflecutor of frtw* auirdarers. 
the judges at the trial are also men of reason oar 
excellence, hut there is a significant difference in their 
interpretations of the law. Judge vredenburgh is an 
unsentimental realists 
sat calm# full-blooded* 
the intelligent sensible man, irascible 
about whafc struck hire as wrong or unfair, 
astute about the failings of human beings* 
dealing with facts and things as they were* 
with no special interest in why.53 
Judge Irwin* conversely* is constantly thoughtful of "why. * 
His approach to the law is more intellectual and fair than 
that of Judge Vredenburghi 
Judge Irwin's attitude was strict! but* 
by .''4e simple if uncommon practice of 
disciplining himself just as strictly as 
lie disciplined other people* he aroused* 
even in a heavily-sentenced prisoner* no 
special resentment. His air of virtue* 
instead of being hateful, had in it an 
austere sweetness.54 
s3aaa. p. 117. 54lbld. 
ss 
the point of these differences anong men, which also nay be 
noted among the lawyers at the trial, illustrates that the 
intermixtures of reason with other elements of character 
are different anong nan. All mm are self-divided to a 
judges. 
She jury, on the other hand* is composed of individuals 
who mist he shown the way of reason in malting their decision 
about the guilt or innocence of the accused murderers. Their 
responses to the trial are, ironically enough, unthinking 
and emotional, even thougii it is their responsibility to judge 
the evidence. A central irony of the novel is made explicit 
when* in the teeth of a seemingly air-tight ease by the 
prosecution, the jury turns in a verdict of second-degree 
warder. The irony is conplicated by the fact that the 
verdict places a heavier sentence on Roy Lasting, state*a 
witness * than it does upon either of the two convicted 
killers. 
She outcone of the trial Illustrates the central point 
of the book's epigraph by Lord Bardwicket "certainty is the 
Hotter of seposei therefore the Law ains at certainty." the 
novel esphaslses that laMsertainty is characteristic of 
)«B«nity. the law can «aly ain at ity standing in its line 
of sight is the obstructive fact that the law is administered 
by individuals who falter in their reasonings 
* 
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6? 
felonious assaults there. Somebody would 
wantonly paint a firearm and somebody else 
would well, nalt beverage# on premises without 
license. . * . Forged Instruments would bo 
uttered, fraudulent eonmiioist attempted* 
and, la passion or liquor* somebodymight 
seek to kill a mm or rape a wsmm, 
file trial itself is only one of several scenes in which the 
nan of reason confronts the unreason of his fellow mas. 
During the trial, a high school teacher, 8as Field, ion 
otherwise reasonable *«**<- intelligent - is indicted for 
naklng indecent photographs of his fenale students, and 
Abner must examine him and the girls involved. 
In another subsidiary incident, Abner takes a call 
fron Earl Foulke, an aging Childerstown justice of the 
peace. Foulke, overstepping his own authority, has fined 
a husband for having hasten hi# wife* afterward dismissing 
the ease. Manor quickly points out to fottlks that his 
action represents misprision of a felony* overstepping his 
own powers as assistant district attorney, he advises 
Foulke to refund £ine he has collected ftrp willlans wnd 
to infom him that he is still on hail. Thus, with notable 
unreason* Abner hiaweif becomes an acconpllce to Poulke's 
miedeaeanor. 
%73M3. p. 198. 
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Unjust. Aimer Coates is examined as he makes the dtciiim 
to accept the mature man's share of responsibility for the 
working of society. Id Abntr's «aM, this involves accept­
ing help from Jesse Gearhart in gaining a political nomina­
tion. 
Gearhar t'c importance in Childerstown's politics is 
established early in the novel, Abner is assistant district 
attorney, and, since Martin Bunting is about to leave his 
office and move to a higher position, it seems obvious that 
Aboer will succeed to the job. Gearhart controls who 
Bunting's successor will he. Further, it is Obvious that 
he will offer Abnar the political nomination for the vacant 
position# Ateer, however, has a personal dislike for Gear-
hart, and a measure of the unreasonableness of this dislike 
is also a measure of Abner's immaturity. Oearhart"s habit 
of frequently congratulating him has made Matter angry more 
dlcst 
Xt seemed an odd thing to dislike a man for i 
imt aimer immm »)ia» hwn »«ua <a«i v»» 
begun to dislike Jesse. . . . When Jesse told 
him he was wonderful, Atmm did not know what 
to reply. it J«»se really thought so, Jesse 
was a fool? if Jesse did not really think so, 
ho must twmglw* •Efofwi* nas a fool* yt?tir1r1llt'i*FfffF*iFiih. 
Abner did not like Jesse's—well, the word was 
presuBBptioB, in acting as AJsmer worked 
«or Jesse, whan, in fact, Abner did what lie did 
because Marty asked him to. . . .S9 
**00, ». w-m 
70 
Ifce author hints that Afener is aware that this reaction 
is too open and, therefore, invalids "Abner made ©very 
60 
effort to conceal his feelings." ' Howevar, as the conflict 
between Abner and Gearhart develoos. so does Abner'• 
maturity, so that by the aavci'i end. Abner has cone to 
reasonable tins with his feelings, in following the changes 
in abner'* attitude* toward Gearhart and Oearhart's 
lmjx>rtance, the reader is enabled to see the development of 
Abner's maturity and awareness of his responsibility to 
society. 
Barly in the novel* Abner's reason is obstructed by 
Vila eSBOtiORBl 
If a mm felt hostility and aversion, but 
saw that he had poor or no grounds for his 
feelings, the reinedy was to lobfc for good 
or at least better grounds—a search his 
predispos 1 i*g flwu^htt fwwld it*iy ^, 
Abner could say he did not like politics# 
nor Jesse's function in thtn« a function 
clearly at variance with avowed principles. 
Zn theory, the people could . . • enounce 
(ale] the irwwfitufti li*tif* st *'*'* y imt 
in practice what they did. at the primaries 
was to accept the men Jesse designated.61 
Later in the novel, in a passage which Harry Mooaey cites 
for its delineation of "the A * s " f i ^  the charac~ 
teristic tone of Cossens* later work," Abner is able to see 
60m, »• •*-«. 
n 
the reasons for kin feelings nore clearly* 
though frlm+r had ftfiTfifW care never to show thut 
he expected the job . * „ it would be idle to 
pretend to liiivooif tbat he not expect the 
nomination. • • . Be tried to control, and he 
topsdi succeeded in concealing, that moderate 
yat essentially jealous ambition, that egotism 
of f in out * s ability one1 s 
resulting ci^bti wbicb can never be shows 
». eiiMBe It . < * > * > . m  A v e s r v  o t h e r  m a n ' s  
«go* . « • In fact, Abner could see that his 
dislike of Jesse was not so frivoleat . . . as 
he ml^ht want to believe? hut, short and staple, 
resentment at a power, without regular authority 
oar justification In law, that allowed Jesse to 
InfMnrpaiMi between nhnor tflitfl Abner * s long stas^d** 
ing Aims* . • «® 
Finally» in the elosisa ataes of the novel. juai«r is able 
to Qflw# to fully rational t^ww* with Jesse dearharts 
Judge Coatos said* "wall, no all have oar 
pride. it does a good deal to make us fit 
Sor human company. But X dcm * t Icnow how far 
the world at largo, or Jesse in particular, 
la la duty bound to minister to yours. You 
wi»dfai vcnir decision. tvw>1» a*» m areruincr it 
over." 
"well. * said Abner. "todav X cruess X 
it* Jesse a«iro^t bmi again, »»xt i to!4 
I'd run*" 
*tm did?" Judge Coates said. "Why did 
you do that?* 
"Because it was what X really wanted to do," 
Ahur said mmmtimt defiantly. "At least, x 
suppose that's *hy. . . . I'd line to thinfe 
there was store to it than just ay own advantage. 
X wish X weren't so sure of that part of it. 
Xf It cost shi something * »•***«< of paying me 
something--' 
62JAP, pp. 139-149 
72 
"it to sm It costs you a good deal," 
Jfcdge Co&fcas said. . « . "Iwlaat So yoa fat out 
of it? It puts you on ©dg®, all right; 1 gm& 
tell you that.8" 
mI gat sty sal jury out of it,** Mumx mmiM, 
"Why shouldn't 1 sm myself raffed? It's soy 
j<ato. 
It is at this point in the aovssl that tiimex iully m»xwm&> 
his x*»psm* &bil ity to society, m, well as- Ms Maturity. 
Hhrotagh its examijs&tion of the them*; of JOmar's 
xmlmtmxm to accept the ttoaination for district attorney, 
^a gast and the lite 1 u&t delineates tfcs caai»#~o£-*g* oi 
tlae man of .t^'sosi. M Mr, Mooney haft pointad outs 
€&»s«w makes clear his owe viaw that ih® 
difficulty is Abner*s early position baa 
ariaass staidly from Afcnar*s belief that a 
nan can retain a measure of freedom large 
€®oia®h to enable him to look <apon fch« worici 
merely as a critical outsider, whereas reality 
touMi th&fc nan surrender Much of himself to 
the social body and assume soma of the Mama 
for it* errors end nisdiract ions. 
Qua othar minor t&<ame deserves i»exitioi£ refarance 
to the development of Aimer's responsibility and aaif-
mmcmmmms his personal relations with Bonnie firwawaad 
and with hi* father* %ift»dye Coatas. Afcoar's courtship of 
honnla also indicates his lack of commitment to thai respostal* 
bilititia of society* the courtship has bean 4 loeag-term 
**JAU» pp. 433-434. 
Mooney, p. 8?. 
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can r«**3,i,y grasp. • • • So X can ««y t&at 
X*si glad X spent sagf life to the X$Wm . « « 
Xt#s tli# stronghold of what reason Mm 
ever get around to using. You ought to 
tee jhco%kS to hold it. a, awm can defend 
himself there. It giyc^ you a gr&.andwa*r& 
Of good MASe. * * , s 
It is from such mature and reasonable mm teliat leaner 
leams the most basic~*aM often, bitterly :Uonio~Hfcrtnths 
about ©setsteisoe* Aft**1 "dbner lias announced that he fe®» 
finally aade a decision to accept the norainatlosa for 
Ciillderstown*» vacant district attorney's post, iHadfe coatee 
outlines what will torn ®xjsected of Abtier in the future. In 
doing so* he also adumbrates the world of the forthcoming 
Coasena heroes M fttiflt.lfJjg^T, and fiy ]^>yg 
% cynic 1# a ta&» who found out when lis was 
about ton that tl»r« wasn't any Santa etaus, 
and he's still upset. Y«s# there'll be more 
wart and soon, X don't doubt. ifeere always 
has boon. there*11 be deaths and disappoint­
ment* and failures» l®*s» they oasts, you west 
them. nobody promises you a good tins ox an 
easy tiiae. x don't know who it was %#*© smid 
Dfamm t#» think of the past we regret and whan 
wm think of the future we fear. And with 
reason. But no bets are off.. ®b«re is the 
present to think of, ami as long as you live 
their# will always be* In t**s present, every 
day is a miracle. Die world gets up in the 
morning and is fed and goes to work, and in 
the evening it cones home and is fed again 
and perhaps has « little a»uae»ent and goes 
to sleep. To stales that possible, so auch has 
to bo done by so sany people that on the face 
p. 109. 
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Guard of Honor was written in 1948 after Mr. e&mmm* 
experiences in the Army Air scarce during world War XI* In 
1949, it was awarded the Pulitse* prise, and it has since 
bean lauded by many readers as tha finest novel written, 
about #orld war XX. it is also central in the author's 
development of the theme of passion and reason* self-
division* s cause. 
flie novel recounts a £orty-e ight-hour crisis in the 
life of Major General Xra B. "Bus" Beal, the forty-one-year-
old commander of oeanara Air Base in Florida, the director 
of the Aragf Air force operations and Requirenwmt» Analysis 
Division (AFORAD) , and the youngest two-star general In the 
Air Force. 
At the opening of the book* General Beal# along with 
several military passengers, is piloting a "requisitioned0 
AT—7 navigational training plane to Oeanara. His co-pilot 
is lit. Col* Benny carricker, a fighter pilot «&o is the 
General's flying companion and personal friends Also on 
board is col* Hornan *,«anadfew Ross, the General's aging 
*7James Gould Cossens, jypyA ,ftj timm. &** V®*** 
Harcourt, Brace, and €o», 1948). Hereafter abbreviated £&• 
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repreaaatiag the General at a mmKtin$ of the IcQpro bomb 
group to soothing a seoretairy after ah® has spilled a soft 
dvm> tK> Q&neral'S t£OU££rS,» BOSS*S t@ne ill lAuuut 
SRSttSTS ll ^^MMPfK'I'^T |.ff%*m* »t*f fraiftltly did&CtiC> thfi 
Qeneral a*3cs liis advice and lie gives it freely but alw«y« 
with respect. aowetines, however, he can torn ecoMing« 
General Beta. iai4t *cm m he sure it will 
wcurk, If 1 folio* the Mr chiefs' 
^^ gxactly fw<i don't got out of it, 
that's bad* ail right. But if X don't follow 
it exactly, and don't get out of it* that's 
hwmhi# 
Colonel Boos said, "ton have it the wrong 
•TuiaMMlW CbAk »ajMi 4k^^.aakA> jSedNfc >iejfck«MM-^Kjtilk^Mkifa»'%mw dlfcluaillLrife nin wfty» no you w&ii3* is© iw p#«»w®«&y sisrs jfWi 
have tr©table? Follow their suggestion 
exactly. you'll have it. The other way you 
night not,71 
Mhl 1 a often h< • ww—awAWj lyjt fl f 
obviously «nn not only of seal's rank, hut also of his 
abilitiw. x& fact* their ye I.-at jc® scabies 
that between Aimer Coatee and hie father* Jki3ce JOaner, General 
|u»*H la off reactions of youth# ft*y* 
nttanniiwg itfyf ys^^yitffyrih^ of stttutlty. fjfljbfr afenet, imeoj 
General Seal suffers from youth's infirmity* his ineffective-
ness in th* * respect is sharply highlighted toy feeing seen, 
always, in close proxlalty to colonel Roe a'® effectiveness, 
even though boss is an older and more experienced nan. 
nSB» p .  U i .  
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the inexplicable force® vhich cause th® violttic® of tg» 
1 mf® fe© fpf ifti»t thi ' 
tion of ag«j to Colonel Rosa. xronically, ttoay ar© also aXln 
to the d®v@lo|Mnant& to briss<j about; & 
solution to *•-**#> probl^tffi whi<^ face (Saner al Jt©al« J%n 
exawple of such forcaa is seen «h«n, by ok® tea, fclrn Hogr© 
pilot carriolWMF *»»« Btruelc, is tit# ©Ij&i®fftii#i^d 
Flying cross bur Air W&etMt SaaSeimrtere • !i*« a%ca?d heiM to 
avar* unfavorable publicity of Willis* votuiding by Carricle»r. 
hm book abounds with twli iacidantaj moat of the® aro ironic, 
like tfe* fact that General Stebola, whose arrival •vldantiy 
annou&cee the downfall of General Beal, ©omen instead to 
award Peal a medal on his Mriltiiay • 
guard of Honor ia, «M9 other thing*, a study of war 
•j« 
and war*® dislocation*!, and it is evidently because of auch 
dialoeatiim that the cammmd of aea has been qivos to youths 
in the novel* War is, after *11, m ejcperlencc of youth, and 
the aged colonel Boas represents an individual eaugffet up in 
spite of hiaself in the titanic struggle. an the struggle, 
he directs himself to instructing those in ooswend. ftio 
fighting itself la loft to war-levers lifce Carrideer, «)», 
jfibi* ^•i.a^nesxtf.ijam 4m m malOT **""" in Qttard Of HGftOr* ww rm """1̂  -—-  ̂ ytnnitt*iwe. re—jjummmmw 
dflvtlc^d a study of *%*» r#l%,%.ti<!af>|itffyffE 
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BY iiOVB POSSESSED 
A lot of mm we put up statues 
to aight not look so good If we 
know what they really didi or 
why they did it. 
WOOlf, By LOW 
the moat moat cossens novel, ir„Hpn fff»fftiff»#,82 
concerns Itself with the theme of paMloa and reason, self-
diviaion's cause, nor® thoroughly and aore explicitly than 
any of the earlier novels, it recounts a forty-nine-hour 
period in the life of a middle-aged lawyer* Arthur wtorar, 
Jr., and reiterates nost of the major thanes of the later 
novels. 
Throughout ffiy « love's irrationalities 
are counterposed against the rational disc inline of the 
lefal profession, as are most of man's other passions. 
ffte novel carries forward the novelist's examination of 
the middle-aged professional Man of responsibility during 
a tine when he must nake certain gr*wlal in order 
to attain maturity. Characteristically, this individual is 
self-divided by passion and reason, and he is delineated at 
that tine of his life when he loses his illusions about 
reality. 
m*mma Gould cossens, gy fcpyft .ttffttfffii €»•* *©**« 
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1957). subsequent notes refer to 
a paperback edition reprinted lay Fawcett Publications in 
1939, and abbreviated MJ>. 
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novel ends, be realises the awesome sise sad subtle dangers 
of the responsibilities be is required, as a man of reason# 
to assume. He also realises, before the novel's end, that 
the events of tine present are direct outgrowths of events 
in tine pastf by the end of the novel, his mm past has come 
cascading down around him, and he finds himself faced with 
new knowledge as will as new—and sinister—-respcmsAbilities. 
During winner's visit to his toother at the; beginning 
of By Love Possessed, one of the central ironies of the novel 
is established. Sis mother is one of »a»y people in bis life 
who an convinced of winner's integrityt "Oh, Arthur * . • 
nobody could be more scrupulous than you are! I've seen 
that time and again. . . • It's absurd to suggest that you, 
or Julius Penrose either, would ever touch anything 
dishonorable. * she makes a sinilar statement about Koah 
Tuttiej yet, the truth emerges that winner, Penrose, and 
Tuttle all have secrets about their character it would be 
better to conceal. Winner has committed adultery with his 
best friend's wife* Marjorle Penrose? has desecrated his first 
wife's memory} and is at least partially responsible for Helen 
Detwotier's suicide. Tuttle has tampered with funds placed 
in his care by Belen Detweller. And Penrose shares the 
83BLP. p. 17. 
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Later, Ralph jumps bail and leave® town, thus precipi­
tating another part of winner*a crisis. Helen Setweiler, 
stricken with grief by the accumulated events involving her 
brother, commits suicide hy drinking cleaning flisid* 
After Helen's death, winner examines her will, and in 
doing so, learns that soah Tattle, the town's roost revered and 
trusts citizen, has )been tampering with accounts, including 
84 
those of Christ Church. Shis revelation compounds winner's 
crisis by making him responsible for his knowledge of Tuttle's 
crime. 
Two aspects of his affair with isarjorie Penrose are 
important, for they contribute to his developing sense of 
responsibility. She first of these centers cm the fact that 
his affair with Marjorie actually began on the day of the 
death of Hope, winner's first wife, on Hope's own bed. 
This desecration is recalled by winner as another aspect of 
his harrowing. It compounds his guilt in the affair with 
Marjorie Penrose, and it illustrates his own susceptibility 
to passion. 
The second aspect of the affair involves the revela­
tion to winner that Marjorie's husband, Julius Penrose, who 
is winner's best friend and law partner, has realised the 
04SMt» pp. 917-518. 
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truth about winner and Ilia wife, tout lias leapt his realisation 
the liaison. Winner 
Jmcoom aware of Julius' knowledge during a cmveriation 
with kin, fron which Julius emerges as tlMi paragon of the 
nan of reason. Penrose's knowledge of Noah's guilt, and his 
silostco about it, illustrato for winner the burden of 
rOSPOttS4V>< 1 <mattmwmA OUilt"«"that is thft jaWitiMMi 
of the nan of reason* 
the sudden accretion of revelations and aelf-awareness 
eausos winner groat anguish, but it also nakes hia nore fully 
Sblo to accept the truth about hinself lit* environment. 
As a basically reasonable nan, he is obliged to take up 
responsibility for his own acts 
neabers of his societyt for his adulterous affair with 
Marjorie, for Bosh Tuttle'a crine, and even for mlm*» 
unreasonable death. Sis new-found responsibility isolates 
hint 
Arthur Winner stood in his wtttlnwiil ea>ti 1,, 
in a stunned sense of solitariness, as though 
the earlv Sundav afternoon world Mm WNs r i» jr wF*p<s^a*wjr ^Manwwp^jnwjr^paBi vfW4*ei amwenwa 
had# more than merely stopped, come to a halt, 
to an end, had dissolved, had withdrawn In 
space, leaving bin on a point of rock, the 
last living nan. as said aloud« "I an a 
«hm» alone."®5 
*%£» P* 918. 
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Helen Detweiler is a sensitive young woman who baa been 
shocked into an over-protective relationship with her brother 
by the death of bar parents in a boating accident. As 
winner's secretary, she is a paragon of efficiency, but in 
the matter of bar brother'a sexual exploits, she is unable 
to overcome bar basically emotional and unreasonable 
reactions. In the end, they drive bar to suicide by poison* 
ing, an evant which stands as a climactic act of unreason 
Bar brother, Ralph, has appeared before in the cossens 
novels; he is related to lUieutenant Edsell, to Francis 
Sllery, and to the earlier characters who were afflicted 
by tba iniiratity of youth*. Ralph is thoroughly weak and 
despicable, yet, ha is entitled under law to the responsible 
attention and assistance of the nan of reason, Arthur winner, 
who undertakes the task of representing hia legally. Ralph 
is primarily responsible foe his sister's death and, through 
her death, indirectly responsible for the revelation of 
tfoah Tuttie's crime to winner, thus, ironically, ha plays 
an Ttmut part in winner's self-revelation at the novel's 
end. 
Arthur winner's son, warren, also suffers from the 
infirmity of youthf ha, too, is possessed by passion, but 
100 
in a much more sinister way than Ralph. Like lit. Cel. 
Carricker, warren is a boos warrior* an individual who 
stands outside o£ society* 
• . « what* in Warren* climbed into a 
cockpit, was in its potential no more 
nor less than the true heathen berserker 
of the skin* and tusks. , * . He was 
indifferent to iron and fire. For others 
and for himself he was uncaring. He wa» 
outside all law. He counted no costs. Be 
brooked no espial* admitted no superior. 
Arthur winner recalls Warren's misspent life and the 
absurdity of his death* as a pilot* Warren had undertaken 
to *hns&* an bonfeort 
fossihly warren's estimate of the closing 
rate was at fault, fossihly • • . the pilot 
of the bobber* incensed and nervous, made at 
that «ane minute the error ... of trying 
to evade* Bi£&£liSILjBiZSL not pass under. 
At full throttle* Warren met the B-29 head 
on. Be lit the day with flame. Be went 
down, and nine men (two aeronautical engineers 
of no*little importance) with him, in a 
commingled mas* of metal junk. . . . 
the manner of warren's death illustrates for winner the 
danger of man's periodically irrational behavior. 
Like barren* narjorie Penrose represents the indivi­
dual -rely given over to passion and unreason. Bar 
husband, Julius* sokes an accurate estimate of her in a 
conversation with winneri. 
"to. p. aas. 87Ibld.. pp. 326*327. 
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"tie could call tills* X think* the principle 
of passion. At first sight* the idea that 
such a principle would reside in someone like 
Marjorie mist seen ridiculous. It resides in 
bar notwithstanding* tttis principle neither 
trifles, nor is to he trifled with. When its 
tins cooes, it simply takes over, the little 
girl's away for awhile, Into her place steals* 
X think# something like a maenad. On a snail 
scale* Marjorie has actually becoae that fatal 
Tfmaan of stonr history. What. ***** »•>» 
oneself* is the secret of such disastrous power? 
fhe stories neglect to say. They only relate 
the thinf accomplished. One sees Circe; one sees 
swine, t&at was in that cup?*®8 
It is ironic that such a passion-ridden creature should 
ho Hurried to the hook*s paragon of reason* Julius Penrose. 
And it is significant that Penrose* through the power of 
his reasonina. is * to "*«»*''»i<«<• about winner's 
liaison with Marjorie* although, ostensibly, he knows 
nothing of the affairs 
*Bsr feelings sufficiently penetrated* the 
ctrindole of nassion* interior race—without 
its hostess* Intention! nay be, without oven her 
knowledge-~is nade to stir. Vhe stir is elec­
trifying. fhe unsuspecting* very probably 
astounded, nale* ia sudden erotic rapport with 
her# is beside hiaself. . . . i 'venture to 
assert that when this gadfly * s sting is fairly 
driven in* when this indefeasible urge of the 
yi^!* presses thon# few men of noy—** potency 
prove able to refrain thoir foot Iron that 
path.-89 
Perhaps more than anyone else la the novel* Marjorie 
is capable of overthrowing nan's reason. Bar life has been 
88 
M&, p. 32#. 8*X*»ld.. pp. 228-229. 
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Remembering such accorapl iahiaen ts of his 
father's, so impreaaive la» their variety, 
Artl»ir winner could, of courae, now see 
that they vera not tha separate or unrelated 
at ojf fooy 
once looked open-isouthed. The youth* tha 
younct mrsi* nidit dixoly £&&X thiibp jUtttssr** 
relation • . * yot • . , could not ha equipped 
to lotow tha thing Ha fait . . . Arthur winner, 
ft. bmglkt frash from law school , . * would 
need years of being himself a practicing lawyer 
to appreciate Ma father as a lawyer. To 
apyr#*?iata ML# fathar aa a parson# ha would 
clearly have to wait until tha tin* made Mm 
wholly adult, gave Ma tha full status—was it 
given to anyone under forty?—of a grownup. 
lfet, Winner ia not unaware that hia father's reason could 
not stay death's claim upon Mm* 
Ste Han of Kmmbi front Ms Inward, nearly 
unbroken sol it tide, out* Be regarded 
the world of men, mostly, in raspeet to 
reason# unlike Mai* Rarely miataken, ha saw 
fyi tha^f were* with hope no. »iuni 
Turiwis lonely student of mankind, Arthur 
winner Senior, in earth now rotten, apeaking 
to idhsm it might ©onoern, adttvassed trfrtHtv 
aurviving Mm through these things [i.e., 
his posses* 1 ̂rwf 1 ww his* sonehow, scmetime,,.. 
fw#aagas oar night not reach soneone* 
a*e ffililw*?* statement which, at 
fi^l of tii* novel, winner recalls with new f 
"I've been among the IneMest of men. Maybe one in a 
thousand has had it happen to Mn* Close calls, sonetiaesi 
sonatinas, X saw that in a minute x might not he able to 
help agfself} hut X don't remember over once having to do 
90WUb »• 2j Mlbld.. p. 13. 
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Like Fred Dealy, Penrose is strongly opposed to excesses 
of feelings 
"we're in mi age pre-^ninently of capital 
f reeling—a century of the gulp, Um lunp 
In the throat, the gM ary* Mo can't bo 
said to have invented but 
in other a ores ^ow^lwvnt wl Itv to kamt 
been mostly peripfaeral, a despised pleasure 
of the underwitted. wi'w made aentimentality 
of the respected ««0«iiei, Zf Z believe my 
eyes and ears, and Z do, sentimentality is 
now Marly everyone1 s at least private indul­
gence. The grave and learned are no whit 
ttnA ||». their love ^y* 
it. Snuffling after over? trace, eagerly 
rooting everywhere, the newspapers stop their 
presses, felw* interrupt their 
broadcasts, so it say he nore ianedlately 
available. za professional entertainment, 
in plays ami motion pictures, it is the whole 
node. In »uch of what J'a told is our nest 
seriously regarded watufwaty literature, 
Z find it, scarcely disguised, standing in 
puddles# His houses of confess, the state 
halls of legislature, drop everything to 
man* and provide it whenever they 
are Judges who even try in their courts to 
fit the Ian to it—-*• 
Barry tiooney has pointMl out that "such a yaffswgif as 
constitutes a massive and open attack upon all the values 
of conteasporary Aaeriean society# an attack of a kind which 
does not appear in cossens* earlier novels y sad it is spoken 
by • ««nuiae conservative, one who believes that tflhe past and 
feiyi a«»a>h^ | .fffuHI present have greater ? Uttes than 
Change for WMl'S conducting fciSMMlf y •, , . # 
•W, p. 520 hnm;, w- 141-143. 
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lit nuntoer of thing*, to a faint heart, impossible."99 
winner leaves hie office loaded down under the burden 
of his new responsibility and coeicemed about the courage 
and stoutheartedness required to bear it (enotions, 
ironically) but able at last to see hisaself and his environ* 
raent soiaswhat store clearlys 
uX*m tired," Arthur winner said aloud. . • • 
Be travailed, he was heavy laden, this weight 
was terriblei yet there was no way to put it 
off* And so, not knowing how far it would 
have to be earrled, no knowing how long, 
burdened so, he wast daily, hourly, affect 
to be unburdened* Yes* Julius wasn't wrong. 
This took courage, th?* took prudence, 
stoutheartedness 
99BL». p. 531. 
100M4m P* S43. 
op » mmmwmm w m 
Xa mvmi&xy, Wtk®. m*& oi xi^jsma, acws act mitkat a formal 
la oca-r^* cafe'ku onfcu , jflfl, fttfthflffiffl# 
a »m®l t&doh &g»^axr;4 &*»&«*. .M.dway 4a tfca <mucm o< Mr# 
caaseae* e«ut*<*£ 0.936) o an ij^ortmfe •Xmumt ot 
fcl># m«m si jcaaaott** c)uu<ftct** ba pireiiftd a* aarly a* 
a. a. ,iaa Ffeoro (Captaia Cleiw^inljig aa tl»a father-^mtox) • 
OUmm *4g&4£.'i«aftt cbasac&ax <zlu&vmt* aca apparent lr» The 
I»a*t {«©ory& . -xl. && ^cofaaalooal sian and o&a of 
action; , aM ag«tto«« ^amaat eu<Uipp aa tlm mm 
vbo $ms l»is teat A'tte *kt uw.^® 4# at M) •
xlm ©f m*. r«aaoft( eaX£-"Ci4v4aian' * 
c&mm, a£<|M«yr& fuil^ uoui*^u for tbe £lr«fc ":ia« 4a Aak Hf 
Xosaorrofc, of: tfc« Urn** arc apparaat aa «wly 
i& U*<s Cosiaiifc «* '>i«^ tk.m, aarcstfaarfea, and ail of turn 
ebavaetftrs wmy ht saui tm fet aetlvatad cltlMHr fey a 
pafts4c*»»ttt aaiw*-# ©r s< ocm»« 
•if.* û ;mi v» e,*srri«$ thvoû h aa4 wkiaUidMNl 
iuL,. -..v in u»& I&te-i. aovel, ay Lay# Fosawa. 
a *x>oh 'miijcvtjn :,«•<to «ii of fcba 
v&tKixt* ;JAi..i-*wiA&« it is, A*. tifi,.s latast w>v«l that tbi ami 
of £*mk>r 3£>g»*«rijt wit fuJliy :;*v«lopad. 
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further observed that 
m has no illusions about the permanence 
i%# stu4) mi «mm> t*r 
achieves. ... [The CosKens world] may 
sometimes lie control led MI 
reason, but we are continually reminded of 
two t ever-present sources of 
disorder. One is the inescapable tangled 
network of cause and effect. . . . Hie 
other source is psychological* passions 
•pin the plot and wo are betrayed by v&ftt 
is false within. Ml men are in sons sense 
possessed by love* accordingly, to certain 
mortality and always potential external 
jBust be mfttfo'jl the disorders that 
follow when passion and reason become self-
division's cause. But jiiluMi* disorders 
disasters do not lead to tragedy# the feel-
omder lying novels is moral urgency 
rather than tragic catharsis.*®2 
•She Cossens heroes are deeply involved in the morality of 
the age* their emphasis on reason and responsibility as 
a weans of surviving in a basically amoral environment sets 
them apart from the other heroes of American literature, 
who tend to be Motivated by feeling. 
It is perhaps because of his ecmservat iviasa and his 
upholding of reasonable responsibility as Ms characters' 
most admirable quality that cossens stands apart ftom the 
mainstream of American fiction. But for the reader who is 
willing to grant him his atypical position, cossens offers 
a detached, intellectual, but highly perceptive view of 
^^amc&er, pp. 1»-2Q. 
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